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READING SECTION 

Read the text and answer the questions. 

This is the mushroom house. It is made of wood, mud and stone. It has very large windows to 

let in natural sunlight. The house is energy-efficient because it has got solar panels on the roof 

to provide energy for lighting, electronics and computers. The roof has got a small roof garden 

for growing vegetables. The water is from underground. 

The mushroom house is ………….of mud and stone. 

a)makes                    b) made                     c) making 

The mushroom house is not energy efficient. 

a)true              b)false            c)not given 

The mushroom house has…………..to provide energy. 

a)solar system                b) solar panels              c) solar eclipse 

The roof garden is used to grow…………… 

a)fruits                     b)vegetables                  c)crops 

There, you can get water from the………….. 

a)Wall                          b)wait                         c)well 

 

Read the text and answer the questions. 

In 2006, the Emirati government started building the world’s largest eco-city and named it 

Masdar. The city uses solar panels to power the whole community. The design and layout of 

the buildings and walls keep the city much cooler, so very little electricity is used to keep the 

buildings cool. Visitors to Masdar must leave their cars and use electric, driverless vehicles 

while in the city. Students are currently the only residents, although there are plans to build 

more homes and even a school in the future. The project continues and is a great example of a 

city that uses renewable energy on a large scale 

What did the Emirati government start building? 

a)a large eco-city                    b) a small eco-city                  c) an eco-home 

What does the city use to power the community? 

           a)oil                   b) natural gas                     c) solar panels 

Why are the buildings and the walls much cooler? 

a)because of the design                  b) because of the electricity        c)because of the panels 
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 ……………….are currently live in Masdar City? 

   a)Doctors                        b) Teachers                        c) Students 

Explain in 3 sentences, why is Masdar city eco-friendly? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Read the text and answer the questions. 

Have you ever been to Fujairah? 

Fujairah is the fifth largest emirate and has more mountains than desert. That means it rains 

more here, so it is very green. It is also the only emirate that faces onto the Gulf of Oman and 

not the Arabian Gulf 

The drive from Ras Al Khaimah along the long coastline offers lush surroundings and there are 

amazing views out to sea. You must visit the Al Badiyah Mosque, which is in the Badiyah region 

of Fujairah. It is the oldest mosque in the UAE 

The ancient mosque 

No-one knows exactly when the ancient mosque was built, but it is incredibly old. Some people 

think the mosque was built in 640CE. Others think the building may have been built as long ago 

as 1446BCE The mosque is only 53 square metres, which is small. It was built from materials 

found in the area, including stones of different sizes and mud. The gardens of the mosque are 

beautiful and looked after daily. Daily prayers continue to be said in the mosque, which is one 

of the main tourist attractions in Fujairah 

Why is Fujairah very green? 

a) It has more mountains                b) It has deserts                   c) It has more rains 

The word amazing means…….. 

    a)long                         b)ancient                   c) beautiful 

 Some people think that the mosque was built in 640CE? 

   a)True                       b)False                 c)Not given 

What is the mosque made of? (Full sentence) 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Who visits the mosque? 

a)citizens                              b) tourists                   c)students 
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Read the text and answer the questions. 

Rattlesnakes 

There are 24 different kinds of rattlesnake and each kind looks different, some are green, 

others are brown or black. Some kinds of rattlesnake live in the Sonoran Desert in North 

America, but other kinds live on mountains and in forests. Rattlesnakes have a poisonous bite, 

which they use to quickly kill the small animals they eat, such as mice, rabbits, lizards and frogs. 

All rattlesnakes have a rattle at the end of their tail, and they shake it to tell other animals to 

not come near. They do this because they are afraid that some animals, such as coyotes and 

hawks, will eat them. 

1. Where do rattlesnakes live? 

a) only in the forest      b) Just in the desert.    c) In different parts of the word. 

2. What does “quickly” means?  

a) slowly       b) not fast      c) very fast 

3. What does the rattlesnakes have at the end of their tail? 

a) a spine        b) rattle           c) around feet. 

4. Why do they shake the rattle on their tails? 

a) to hunt        b) because they want to sleep         c) because they are scared 

5.Why do rattlesnakes shake their rattle? 

a)to play with other animals           b)to send messages       c)to tell animals not to come near  

 

SECTION TWO 

Reading maze 

Read and select the right words. 

People live in different ………………… (types- places- cities) homes. This is due to the different 

environments. We have learnt about the ……………………(fields- eco-houses-gardens), palaces, 

huts and villas. A bungalow is a building with one…………..( stair- floor -window) so you don’t 

have to go up and …………………(left- right -down ) the stairs all the time. I like …………..(live- lives- 

living) here. It is really fantastic. 

 

Read and choose the correct words. 

    The world has many landmarks in different parts. The Prophet’s Mosque is…………(new- 

amazing – small). It is in Saudi Arabia and all people …………….(likes- like – liking) visiting it . It is 

definitely amazing. Dad told me they have ………………..(visit- visits-visited) the Holly Mosque 
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and they would like ………….(to – for – on) get back there later. It is incredibly a good ……..(picnic- 

journey- flight). 

 

Read and select the right words. 

My friend Sara lives in Dubai. I think she ……………..(must- might-can’t) know how to go to the 

Global village. She …………….(could- can’t–is) go there by metro if she doesn’t have 

a………….(bus-train- car). Perhaps she ………………..(must – might-is) use the RTA bus. It is 

………..(old- comfortable- long) and you don’t have……….. (for-to-from) pay much money. 

 

Write the missing words. 
 

                                              Tala lives in a ………………..  It  

                                      is……………………… There is a  

                                      ……………………………………….. 

 
 
                                                The ………………………..is big. 

                                        Kings and …………………live 

                                        there. It is good during 

                                        …………………of celebrations 

 
 
Look at the pictures and circle the words. 
 

  hut                                                                         villa 

                                             wooden house                                                    eco-house 

                                                     bungalow                                                             hut 
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                                            high-rise flat                                                          bungalow                 
                                       palace                                                                  museum                                                                
                                           Villa                                                                         theatre 
 
 

Write the words in the correct order. 

house/ The/ is/ efficient/ energy. 
……………………………………………………. 

The/ panel/ is/ solar/ energy./ to provide/ 

……………………………………………………. 

let in/ large windows/ natural/The/ are/ light. 

……………………………………………………. 
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Write correct sentences in the present perfect. 
have/ They/ been/ historical places./ to/ 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
Ali/ Has/ climbed / before?/ a mountain/ever/ 

……………………………………………………………………………. 

Dad and mam/have/ the prophet’s Mosque./ visited/   
……………………………………………………………………… 
have been to/ I/ AlBadyyah Mosque/ 
……………………………………………………………………… 

have visited/ They/ historical places/ 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

been to/ Have you/ Fujairah? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
Write a paragraph of 5 sentences: You can use the words in the box to help you. 

  ( live – made-comfortable – modern -solar panel-) 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

                                  ( live – bungalow – floor – go up and down- green garden) 
                                                           ……………………………………………………………………………….. 

                                                           …………………………………………………………………………………… 

                                                           …………………………………………………………………………………… 

                                                           …………………………………………………………………………………… 

                                                          ……………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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Look at the picture and write a paragraph on your own. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

                                                              

 

                                                                                                    


